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Abstract—We present a map architecture based on a relational database that helps tackle the challenge of lifelong visual

localization and mapping. The proposed design is rooted in a set of use-cases that describe the processes necessary

for creating, using and analyzing visual maps. Our database and software architecture effectively expresses the required

interactions between map elements, such as visual frames generated by multi-camera systems. One of the major strengths

of the proposed system is the ease of formulating pertinent and novel queries. We show how these queries can help us gain

a better intuition about the map contents, taking into account complex data associations, even as session upon session is

added to the map. Furthermore, we demonstrate how referential integrity checks, rollbacks and similar features of relational

database management systems are beneficial for building long-term maps. Based on our experience with the proposed

system during one year of intensive data collection and analysis, we discuss key lessons learned and indicate directions

for evolving its design. These lessons show the importance of using higher relational normal forms to make the database

schema even more useful for querying, as well as the need for a distributed, versioned system.

Index Terms—Relational Databases, Visual Localization, Mapping, Automated Vehicles

1 INTRODUCTION

M AP-BASED navigation is of great utility in many

robotics applications. For example, in the context

of driverless cars, map based-navigation makes auto-

mated driving feasible in both complex low-speed scenar-

ios (Furgale et al., 2013), as well as higher speed urban

and highway scenarios (Ziegler et al., 2014b). Here, the

map allows planning with some prior knowledge about

the world, for example by providing information about

potentially drivable surfaces, the location of mission

goals, and areas where dangerous situations might arise.

Essentially, map-based navigation is a way of partially

deferring many of the difficult problems in robotic nav-

igation to a seperate, possibly offline, processing step.

To allow the meaningful usage of a map, robots

must be able to localize within it. If the map allows

the estimation a locally accurate, metric robot pose, it

becomes highly useful for applications such as automated

driving. This pose can then be used to relate the vehicle

to other information (driveable lanes, goals, etc.) that is

• This work is supported in part by the European Community’s

Seventh Framework Programme (FP7/2007-2013) under grant

#269916 (V-Charge) and grant #610603 (EUROPA2).).
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Fig. 1: The major processing steps in our lifelong

mapping pipeline, localization, mapping, and summary,

rely on a relational database as a central repository.

stored with respect to the map. Vision-based localization

and mapping has been shown to produce excellent results

for large-scale mapping (Sibley et al., 2010) and long-

range navigation (Furgale and Barfoot, 2010). Nonethe-

less, the problem of lifelong use of visual maps remains

challenging.

The longer a map can be used for localization, the
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greater it’s utility. Over time spans of weeks, months, or

years, the world is subject to change: objects are moved,

seasons vary, and the appearance of scenes is influenced

by lighting and weather. The lifecycle depicted in Fig-

ure 1, and proposed in (?), approaches this problem by

continually augmenting an existing map with new data

collected in the environment. This extends the concept

of offline map maintenance and online localization pre-

sented in Biber and Duckett (2009).

When performing lifelong mapping, fusing and cu-

rating data from many visits is a daunting task. In

this paper, we investigate how an underlying database

architecture can support this task and make extensive

long-term maps feasible. Moreover, we look at how a

powerful relational database-system (Codd, 1970) can

be leveraged to analyze and improve the behaviour of

a long-term visual map. This database functions as the

central repository in the lifelong mapping cycle.

Within the cycle, processing is carried out in three

major steps. During regular online operation, vehicles

localize against the map and (optionally) logs localization

and sensor data for further processing. The recorded data

is transmitted to an off-vehicle computer, where it is

fused into a large full-scale map which stores all the long-

term information that is available about an environment.

Finally, from this full-scale map, a Summary Map is

created that is small enough for efficient and robust

online operation by selecting the most important Land-

marks from the map. The summary step uses information

available about various entities in the map, and their

relationships, in order to form statistics that describe the

usefulness of a Landmark for localization. This step is

key for limiting the size of the map that gets used online,

on the vehicle, while still enabling the incorporation

of new visual information. These three processing steps

provide the basic requirements for the proposed database

design.

Our aspirations for the map database go beyond pro-

viding the basic functionality of the processing steps. The

complex data-associations between the various entities

involved in visual mapping and localization (see Sec-

tion 2.1) offer an ample playing field to exploit relational

queries. We thus turn the map database into a data ware-

house that helps us gain insights about the phenomena

that influence the quality of the map. This helps develop

a deeper understanding and better intuitions about long-

term mapping, which leads to improved algorithms and

system configurations.

In the following, we first give an overview of the

domain specific knowledge that is required to understand

our long-term visual localization pipeline. Based on the

processes defined therein, we then identify use-cases for

our database, upon which we base the design of the

relational schema. The ability to analyze data and quickly

access large amounts of cross-sectional information is

one of the big advantages of the relational paradigm. We

provide in-depth case-studies of several such applications

for debugging and development that were made possible

using relational queries.

The current design has matured to a point where we

can clearly demonstrate its effectiveness. However, it still

contains traces of the rapid development requirements of

the project for which it was created. We thus provide

an overview of the lessons we have learned from the

design decisions we have taken, and propose changes

and additions that make the use of a database for long-

term mapping even more attractive.

In summary, the contributions of this paper are:

1) an analysis of the requirements a long-term map-

ping pipeline has for persistent data and parameter

storage;

2) the proposal of a simple, efficient relational data-

base scheme that fulfills these requirements;

3) an evaluation of the suitability of this design for

the daily workflow in long-term mapping, and for

use-cases in synthesis, analysis, and debugging; and

4) a candid discussion of remaining design improve-

ments, based on the practical lessons that were

learned during a yearlong usage of the system.

2 LONG-TERM VISUAL MAPPING AND

LOCALIZATION

The basic procedure of the visual mapping pipeline

follows a teach-and-repeat (Furgale and Barfoot, 2010)

scheme. A survey dataset is acquired by driving the robot

manually through the environment. By tracking local

image features (for an example, see Figure 2), this dataset

is turned into a locally accurate metric map.

In this section, we will give an overview of the

domain-specific knowledge involved in building a long-

term mapping pipeline.

There are a wide variety of camera configurations

that can be used to build the map. They range from a

single monocular camera (Lovegrove et al., 2011), to a

lone stereo-pair (Ziegler et al., 2014a), to complex multi-

camera rigs (Muehlfellner et al., 2013). In this paper, we

do not limit ourselves to a specific camera configuration;

the map representation is general. Experimental results

are based on the four-camera system mounted in our

experimental vehicle.

To handle long-term dynamics, many different ap-

proaches have been proposed in the literature. Churchill

and Newman (2013) localize in multiple visual experi-

ences simultaneously; each experience is represented by

a seperate metric map that is only topologically regis-

tered to the other experiences. The map representation

proposed by Dayoub et al. (2011) consists of spherical

views that are augmented with new observations of
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visual features during each visit. Konolige and Bowman

(2009) update their graph-based map with new views

during each visit, identifying clusters that represent the

various appearance states of the environment in order to

limit complexity. Generally, metric estimation requires

keeping track of more complicated state variables com-

pared to simpler place recognition systems (Lynen et al.,

2014, Milford and Wyeth, 2012, Naseer et al., 2014)

that only provide a topological matches between places.

Nonetheless, in order to perform complex tasks, such as

planning and control of an automated vehicle, we believe

metric estimation is necessary in order to make the map

useful.

In this paper, we follow the approach proposed in (?).

This builds on the long-term mapping approach proposed

by Biber and Duckett (2005). Data is collected during an

online phase, performing localization with respect to an

existing map. To handle long-term dynamics, the data

from these additional visits is then incorporated into the

map. Summarized versions of the map, where the most

useful landmarks from the map are selected according

to different criteria, are created in order to make online

operation feasible.

In the following, we refer to datasets that are to be

added to the map as (mapping) sessions. In a mapping

session the robot is driven through a given environment,

where data is acquired that can subsequently be used

to build or extend a map. This means a multi-session

map is built. Sessions are recorded as discrete episodes,

where the vehicle is switched on at some location, data

is logged while the vehicle drives around manually or

automatically, and the vehicle is switched off again.

Datasets are composed of images and odometry provided

by the vehicle’s wheel-tick sensors. The data is organized

by grouping images, acquired from the different cameras,

into image-tuples, each associated with a distinct time

instant. A vehicle reference frame is associated with

each image-tuple. It represents the 6D pose (position and

orientation) of the vehicle’s rear-axle center at that time.

2.1 Elements of the Map

The main entities involved in the visual map are:

Keypoints are defined by a (x, y) coordinate pair in

a 2D-image coordinate frame. They represent interesting

points arising from the intensity appearance of an image.

Figure 2 gives an example of the Keypoints extracted

from an image. Typically, Keypoints also have an asso-

ciated scale and orientation. We extract Keypoints from

all acquired images; they act as the basis for representing

our observations of the world.

Descriptors capture the appearance of the image patch

around a Keypoint in a compact fashion. Apart from

reduced storage space, this compact representation can

also provide some invariance to image noise and slight

Fig. 2: Examples of Keypoints in an image, shown as

red circles. The size of the circle indicates the scale

of the Keypoint. The image shows BRISK (Leutenegger

et al., 2011) Keypoints, which are our usual choice. The

proposed pipeline and database is agnostic to the exact

Keypoint type.

illumination changes. By aligning them with the scale

and orientation of the associated Keypoint, they can be

made in/co-variant to changes in scale and orientation

of the observed feature. This provides some (limited)

invariance to viewpoint-changes.

Reference Frames are all three-dimensional and act

as the basis for the geometry of our map (for brevity,

sometimes we omit the ‘Reference’ and simply talk about

a ‘Frame’). We distinguish two types: on the one hand,

Vehicle (Reference) Frames are attached to the vehicle

at some point in time. They have an associated tuple

of images, acquired by the synchronized cameras; each

image contains a number of Keypoints and Descriptors.

On the other hand, Map (Reference) Frames represent

the local geometry of the map. It is in these frames

that estimation of Landmarks (see below) and the Pose

(see below) of Vehicle Frames takes place. Semantic

information that is necessary for navigation, such as the

lane, is also defined in the Map Frames. Map Frames

have are assigned with a pose relative to an arbitary

Global Frame.

Transformations (Poses) represent the 6 degrees-of-

freedom (position and orientation) relationship between

reference frames. Wheel-tick Odometry provides mea-

surements of the transformation between two consecutive

Vehicle Frames. Localization refers to the process of

estimating the transformation between a Vehicle Frame

and a Map Frame. During mapping, we also estimate

the transformations between the Map Frames. Due to

the accumulation of errors, these estimates are inaccurate

for Map Frames that are spaced far apart. This does not
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hinder automated navigation, as metric path planning

is performed in a local neighbourhood, which is still

accurate.

Camera Models and Parameters are used in order to

infer the properties of the 3D-structure (Landmarks, see

below) of the world from images captured by our camera

system. These models consist of two parts: The camera

geometry, alongside the intrinsic camera parameters in-

forms what 2D image point arises from a given 3D world

point (Projection) and, conversely, what 3D ray arises

from a given 2D image point (Back-Projection). The

camera pose relative to the vehicle frame is described

by the extrinsic parameters; this provides us with the

relationship between multiple cameras mounted on the

vehicle, and with the ability to convert the estimated

3D-structure into the Vehicle Frame. The process of

estimating extrinsic and intrinsic parameters is referred

to as camera calibration.

Landmarks are (x, y, z) 3D-points, expressed in one

of the Map Frames. They arise from Keypoints that

are tracked over multiple camera images, being triangu-

lated and subsequently optimized based on multiple 2D-

measurements. From the associated Keypoints, we can

also assign a Descriptor to each Landmark. Landmarks

are used for localization by projecting them into the

currently seen camera images and matching them – based

on their projected 2D-location and their descriptor – with

the Keypoints seen in that image. As more sessions are

added to a map, Keypoints remain associated with the

Landmark they have been matched to, and are used to

further optimize the 3D-location and get a better idea

about the Descriptor-appearance of the Landmark.

Figure 3 gives an overview of the relationships that

arise between these map-entities. For each mapping

session, a set of Vehicle Frames (middle) is stored in the

map. These Vehicle Frames, through tracked Keypoints,

give rise to a number of Landmarks; the Vehicle Frames

are also related through Odometry pose measurements. A

pose is also estimated for each Vehicle Frame, relative to

a close by Map Frame. The Map Frames are interrelated

through an arbitrary Global Frame.

2.2 Mapping and Localization

In the following, we will describe how the map is

built using these entities, how it is used for localization

and subsequently extended with new data. We will also

introduce the concept of summary maps, that are used to

deal with the large data volume of a long-term map.

An initial map is built from a single dataset; for this

purpose, consecutive Vehicle Frames with a minimum

baseline distance between them are selected (we typ-

ically use a baseline of 10cm). Keypoints are tracked

between these frames, based on their location in the

image and their Descriptor. Completed tracks are used to

initialize Landmarks by triangulating the Landmark 3D-

point based on the 2D-observations. During this initial

phase only, a new Map Frame is also initialized for each

selected Vehicle Frame. The Landmarks are expressed

in these Map Frames. To finish, Landmarks and Vehicle

Frame poses relative to the Map Frames are optimized in

batch, using the 2D-Keypoint locations and the Odometry

measurements as constraints.

Localization is carried out by projecting Landmarks

from the map, matching them with observed Keypoints,

and using the matches as an input for non-linear op-

timization. During most of these steps, we rely on an

initial guess for the vehicle pose:

1) The Landmarks that are to be projected and matched

are selected if they were visible from Vehicle

Frames with poses similar to the guess.

2) To carry out the projection itself, we use the guessed

pose.

3) Non-linear optimization starts at the guessed pose

and refines the estimate from there on.

For arriving at the guess, we use the wheel-tick Odometry

that has been accumulated since the last frame. For

the very first localization, we assume a roughly known

starting pose.

Once a Vehicle Frame has been localized relative to

some Map Frame, the map can be extended with the new

information provided by the Frame. In our framework,

this is typically carried out offline in-batch. For this

purpose, the data-associations between Landmarks and

Keypoints that have been matched are made permanent.

Simultaneously, Keypoints that are not already matched

to Landmarks are tracked between consecutive Vehicle

Frames, and new Landmarks are initialized from the

tracks. Once a complete session has been added in

this way, batch optimization with Keypoint-based and

Odometry constraints is carried out once more. While the

Map Frames initially correspond to the Vehicle Frames

from the first session, more and more Vehicle Frames end

up referring to each map frame as the map is extended.

This turns each Map Frame into an abstract place that

can contain contributions from all sessions in the map.

This extension process solves the problem of adding

new information to the map. In order to avoid excessive

growth of the online map, and prohibitive on-vehicle

computational costs, a Summary of the map is created.

To handle appearance changes, spurious or intermittent

features, a framework of landmark Scoring Functions

and Sampling Policies, is used. Scoring Functions aim to

provide scalar measure for the suitability of a Landmark

for localization based on cross-cutting statistics related to

the Landmark. Examples for Scoring Functions are: the

number of observations associated with a Landmark, and

the number of distinct datasets associated with a Land-

mark. Sampling policies select a subset of all Landmarks
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Fig. 3: The structure of our visual map. Lines between Reference Frames signify 6-DOF Pose estimates and

measurements that were made as part of the mapping process. The lines that connect Landmarks and Vehicle

Frames, show that a Landmark was observed through the images associated with this Vehicle Frame.

based on their individual scores. Examples range from

a simple threshold on the score, to ranking Landmarks

according to score in a local geometric neighbourhood.

3 USE CASES

There are three major roles associated with the use of

our mapping and localization system:

1) The user, typically a test engineer, employs the lo-

calization results in the wider context of automated

driving.

2) The expert and developer runs the mapping pipeline

and is responsible for solving problems that come

up during real world operation.

3) The scientist aims to extend the system, gain in-

sights into its inner workings through data analysis,

improve results by proposing new techniques, and

evaluate its performance.

While these roles might be taken on by the same

person, they can also be spread out through a larger team.

This team might want to carry out tests in geographically

disparate locations, while still being able to reliably

analyze and improve system performance.

In the following we will consider the major use-

cases for mapping and localization, what stake each of

these roles holds in them, and what requirements they

pose for the system and database. The requirements are

summarized in Table 1.

3.1 Online Localization

Our main goal is to provide the useful and reliable

estimate of the vehicle pose for automated driving.

The estimate is useful if it is accuracte within bounds

defined by the application – such as the requirement

of performing parking maneuvers with accuracy in the

order of 10cm in our case. We need to be able to

reliably provide such estimates under different weather

and lighting conditions, as well as in an environment that

is subject to change; which is why we have an interest

in long-term mapping.

To enable basic localization, the database needs to

fulfill three requirements:

• Query the likely visible Landmarks at a certain

location.

• Retrieve a list of Landmarks, alongside a definition

of their reference frames.

• Provide Transformations for moving Landmarks

from one Map Reference Frame into another.

To improve reliability, the users might want to report

on problems that happen during online localization. It is

in the interest of the experts and developers of the system,

to be able to analyze the system performance in detail

based on these reports. Similarly, scientists working on

improved algorithms might want to take an in-depth view

at the localization results, not only during offline but also

during online operation. Creating a log of the online-

system is also important for reasons of extending an

existing map with new datasets, in order to perform long-
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TABLE 1: Requirements derived from the various use-cases. Abbreviations: U for User, D for Developer, and S

for Scientist.

Role Description

Online Localization

All Enable localization: query & retrieve landmarks, transform between map reference frames.

All
Create a log of the online-system for map extension and reporting; contents: raw image data, keypoints,
localization results, odometry measurements.

S, D Store additional pose measurements, e.g. from DGPS-reference system.

U Deploy compact maps.

U Provide predictive caching.

S, D Extend by attaching new relations to existing maps.

Offline Mapping

All Store vehicle frames, observations, odometry and camera systems.

All Enable landmark scoring and sampling for summary.

D Handle multiple camera systems.

S, D Provide intermediate stages for rapid re-iteration.

S, D Allow roll-back in case of errors.

D Perform integrity checks for e.g. data associations.

System and Algorithm Analysis

S Drill down into data, to provide a better intuitiona bout long term processes.

S Query with regard to data associations between vehicle frames, landmarks, camera systems etc.

S Anticipate unexpected queries that will come up during long-term operation.

term mapping.

Therefore, we need the ability to store both the raw

input data, as well as the output of the localization

system. The input consists of image data and wheel-

tick Odometry measurements. These are linked to the

calibration parameters that have been used alongside

them to run the localization. The outputs are estimated

poses and the Keypoint/Landmark matches they were

based on.

In addition to images and wheel-tick odometry, we

possibly want to store other sensor measurements. One

example could be the estimates provided by a DGP-

S/IMU system, for use as a reference. The database needs

to support storing these additional measurements.

This use-case can be extended by several additional

requirements. For effective online deployment of the

system, users will require maps that are compact in

their disk-space requirements. While summary maps are

the foundation for these compact maps, the underlying

map database also needs to support this. Furthermore,

to reduce the run-time computational cost of disk ac-

cesses, users will wish for a predictive caching system,

that keeps the most likely used Landmarks in memory.

Finally, the development of new algorithms might make

it necessary to package additional data with the existing

maps – such as covisiblity information for Landmarks –

while keeping backwards compatibility.

3.2 Offline (Long-Term) Mapping

When running the mapping pipeline, we need to store

new data – images and Odometry, possibly information

from other sensors such as DGPS for reference purposes

– as well as new Landmark-Keypoint associations, and

entirely new Landmarks, for each session that gets added.

It is also necessary to provide access to all Landmarks,

their observations, as well as the Odometry that defines

additional constraints between Vehicle Frames, for batch

optimization. Since extending the map with new data first

amounts to localizing the Vehicle Frames in the map,

the requirements from the Online Localization use-case

(Section 3.1) also apply.

Summary of maps is an important step in the mapping

lifecycle we propose. In order to manage computational

complexity, it is necessary to select a subset of useful

Landmarks from all Landmarks that are available in the

full-scale offline map. With a good summary strategy,

the number of Landmarks can be kept constant, while

still providing adequate information for localization.

Summary strategies rely on calculating statistics that

incorporate individual Landmarks, Map Frames and their

relations. Our database system needs to support the

calculation of these statistics in an efficient and flexible

manner.

Handling camera parameters is a strong concern of de-

velopers working with the map. Parameters are subject to

change over time, as calibration algorithms are improved,

even if the physical camera system does not change –

these need to be updated in the map. Moreover, as the

vehicle is modified, cameras are exchanged, or simply

as the camera mounts suffer physical degradation over

time, new parameter sets will become necessary, which

need to be employed in conjunction with all data that
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has been recorded since the change. Using the wrong

parameters can have catastrophic effects on system per-

formance, but it can also lead to subtle problems that

are hard to track down. It is therefore paramount to

store the camera parameters in a transparent fashion (for

easy debugging) and allow easy, low-computational-cost,

updates of parameters.

In addition to these basic requirements, users will also

desire a swift mapping process, with minimum input

necessary from their part. Scientists will benefit from the

possibility to rapidly re-iterate parts of their experiments.

One the one hand, this is facilitated by a swift mapping

process, on the other hand, it would be even better to

save intermediate stages of the mapping process. This

also helps developers in debugging the various stages of

map generation.

Finally, both scientists as well as developers will often

experiment with new, error-prone procedures during the

mapping stages. These might end-up corrupting a map

in different ways, either through crashing or through

inserting invalid information. Keeping back-ups for every

small step would be very costly; also the processes typi-

cally run in batch, without human supervision. Therefore,

we want the possiblity to roll-back changes after crashes.

Automated integrity-checking for the stored data, with

early failures in case of e.g. broken data associations, is

also a desirable feature.

3.3 System and Algorithm Analysis

The ability to analyze the results produced by the map-

ping and localization pipeline is of tremendous impor-

tance. Since the Keypoints and Landmarks stored in

the map do not have any pre-determined interpretation,

working with the system can often be unintuitive. The

proposed relational database scheme should give scien-

tists the ability to drill down into the data, associations

and parameters of the map. This way, we allow them to

develop intuitions and in-depth knowledge about the use-

fulness of different real-world structures as Landmarks,

about the dynamics of Landmarks under appearance

change, and about the influence of different real-world

phenomena on Landmarks.

One question we need to be able to answer is “What

are the best, and what are the worst Landmarks for Local-

ization, and what do they look like?”. We might wonder:

“Are trees, lampposts or repetitive lane-markings useful

for Localization at all?”, “What is the role of ephmeral

Keypoints, such as the ones arising from clouds, or from

drop-shadows?” In order to answer these questions, we

need to be able to query certain types of Landmarks, such

as the ones seen only during one mapping session, the

ones in certain geometric locations, etc. Additionally, we

need to be able to take an in-depth look at the properties

of individual Landmarks and the Keypoints associated to

each of them. For example, by querying the image patch

around each Keypoint associated with a Landmark, we

can get an idea about the real-world appearance of the

Landmark.

Through this in-depth analysis of Landmark appear-

ance, we aim to develop an understanding about how

physical, real-world structures relate to the performance

of the localization system. We can determine whether

all the observations, in the form of Keypoints, for a

Landmark make sense, or whether there might be erro-

neous matches. We can answer questions such as “Will

Mapping/Localization work in this area?”, which are

frequently posed by the users of the localization system.

Moreover, we also want to understand how the dy-

namic appearance of a scene influences the long-term

localization behaviour. Consider an automated vehicle

that is navigating a parking-lot. Will the daily change in

the cars that make up most of the available structure of

the parking lot have negative influence, i.e. will there be

erroneous matches? Consider the influence of far slower

processes, such as the change of seasons. Will a map

become unusable after a certain time? Will Landmarks

that disappeared in the winter come back in spring?

Consider different times of day and weather conditions,

what influence do they have? Answering these kinds of

questions will help scientists to understand and develop

algorithms that better handle the long-term behaviour of

the system.

Questions such as those mentioned above will require

the ability to pose queries that were not necessarily antic-

ipated in the original design of the database. Applying the

principles of relational database design, such as normal

forms, will help in providing more flexibility to such

unexpected demands. On the other hand, we will need

to trade off this flexibility against the implementation and

runtime complexity of the system.

4 DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

In this chapter, we introduce the design we implemented

for our lifelong mapping pipeline. We will start out by

giving a high-level overview of the proposed layered

software architecture. This will be followed by the object

model that we use in order to interface with the algo-

rithmic software components that are built on top of our

database architecture. Finally, we introduce the relational

model that provides the fundamental capabilities for

storing and managing the entities involved in mapping

and localization.

4.1 Software Architecture

Figure 4 shows a rough sketch of the layered architecture

we use in our system. In choosing the libraries that

these layers are built upon, we have focused on the need
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Fig. 4: The basic layers involved in our database archi-

tecture. Components that rely on free or open software

and/or standards are marked in a darker color.

to operate our system in the limited environment that

is afforded to us by the on-vehicle computers. In the

figure, the need for a general library that implements

a certain concept such as ‘Serialization’ or ‘RDBMS’

(Relational Database Management System) is indicated

in the top-left corner of a block, whereas the concrete

implementation we have chosen is indicated in the center.

As Figure 4 shows, we provide database access for the

Mapping, Localization and other algorithmic components

through two interfaces. On the one hand, the persistent

storage can be accessed directly, via a native C++ in-

terface. On the other hand, we also provide access via

the scripting language Python, using Boost Python to

encapsulate the C++ classes. Incorporating a scripting

language has proven invaluable for rapid prototyping

and debugging. This also allows us to use the powerful

Matplotlib (Hunter, 2007) library for data visualization

and plotting.

Below the C++/Python interface resides the Per-

sistence layer, which manages access to the physical

database. The regular way to access the database is

through the map manager (MM) implemented in C++.

This class handles mapping the object model to the rela-

tional model, which we describe in detail in Section 4.3.

Some classes are stored in an non-normalized fashion

(see Section 4.2); in those cases, we employ the Boost

Serialization library to create (portable) binary serialized

blocks of data from them.

Access to the database is completely hidden by the

MM’s C++ interface. For describing and accessing the

relational database, we use the Standard Query Language

(SQL). The MM employs precompiled SQL queries that

are filled with the data from the objects passed through

the C++ interface.

Access to the database itself is handled through a

database abstraction layer. This layer takes SQL-queries

that are (mostly) independent from the specific database

implementation, and forwards them to the physical

RDBMS. Similarly, it provides a unified interface for

accessing the query-results. We use POCO Data for this

purpose.

Finally, the relational database it managed by an

RDBMS. SQLite is our RDBMS of choice, as it is

lightweight, does not require a server to run in a separate

process, and is therefore ideal for vehicle deployment.

For more advanced applications of the database – such

as off-vehicle map management on a centralized server –

it could be beneficial to employ a different RDBMS. By

abstracting access to the database, we keep this option

available.

Apart from accessing the database through the MM, it

is also possible to pose queries directly to the database.

This is usually done from Python scripts, to rapidly pro-

totype database operations. In this case, object-relation

mapping and deserialization has to be taken care of by

the user. This way of accessing the database requires a

Python-interface library for the database; for SQLite this

is part of the Python standard library.

We have deployed and used our system for mapping,

localization and data-analysis on Linux, Mac and Win-

dows platforms. Databases are being routinely transferred

between different platforms and machines.

In the following we go into more detail about the

objects that model the mapping and localization process.

4.2 Object Model

In order for the MM to be able to communicate with

the different algorithms – and for the algorithms to

communicate with each other – the entities described

in Section 2.1 are represented in several classes. This

is depicted in Figure 5. Please note that this diagram

does not reflect the full complexity of the implemented

class structure, but is rather aimed to give a rough logical

overview. Inheritance relationships, such as the ones that

become necessary in order to handle different descriptor

types, are not shown. The full class structure is beyond

the scope of this paper.

Keypoints, each associated with a Descriptor, are

stored within Frame objects, that bind together those

Keypoints that are seen in a single image. Frames that are

captured by a camera system at the same time, are further

grouped into Multi Frames. This composition-chain of

classes, from Multi Frames to Descriptors, represents all

that we need to know about the observations we make of

the world using our camera system. The Multi Frames

are filled in from raw sensor data.

The Camera Geometry class contains the intrinsic

camera parameters associated with a single camera.
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Camera System 
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Fig. 5: Class diagram showing composite (filled diamond), aggregate (empty diamond) and associative (no diamond)

relationships between the major classes involved in our pipeline.

It also provides methods to compute the projection

and back-projection of points. Camera Geometries are

grouped together into Camera Systems. A Camera Sys-

tem also stores information about the extrinsic camera

parameters that tie the associated cameras together. Each

Multi Frame is attached to a Camera System.

The Landmarks are represented twofold: as their own

class, and as an additional attribute for each Keypoint,

that associates a 3D-point to it. The separate Landmark

class is straightforward, it stores a 3D-point, as well as an

association to a Map Reference Frame and a descriptor.

The additional Keypoint-Landmark association becomes

necessary in order to interface with some of the algo-

rithms that are used during mapping.

Finally, in order to represent the Map Reference

Frames and their geometric relationship, we use the

Pose Graph class. This graph datastructure stores Map

Frames as vertices, accessible via a unique identifier

(Id). The edges in this graph store 6-DOF transformation

between the vertices, giving the map its overall geometric

structure. The graph class provides facilities to search for

paths between vertices, and thus construct the kinematic

chains that transform points from one Map Frame into

another. At the outset, Multi Frames are not tied to a

specific Map Frame — this association, and the estima-

tion of the corresponding transformation, happens later

during the mapping process. This relationship is therefore

reflected in the relaitonal model for the map-database, not

the object model.

All of the above classes provide methods for serial-

ization.

4.3 Relational Model

An entity-relationship (ER) diagram for the conceptual

relational model of the proposed database design is given

in Figure 6. The diagram describes the database on a

conceptual level, depicting entities contained within it,

and their relationships. Both entities and relationships are

stored as database-relations: sets of data-tuples with the

same attributes. A relation can intuitively be understood

as a table (which is also the SQL-terminology for it).

The attributes of a relation are the columns of the table,

whereas a table-row gives a data-tuple.

Attributes have a domain. In the proposed design,

we use integer attributes to provide object identifiers,

and binary attributes to store serialized objects (see

Section 4.3.1).

Furthermore, constraints can be placed on the domain

of the attribute, in order to make it useful for certain

purposes. An attribute with a primary key constraint is

considered necessary for any relation by most RDBMS.

A primary key attribute has to be unique for each tuple

in a relation; this allows referring to particular tuples.

Foreign key constraints refer to the primary keys of a

different relation, building relationships. These provide

a way to ensure the referential integrity of a database,

ensuring that tuples referred to in one relation do exist.

Please note that in the following, we do not provide

a description of the physical model of the database.

Instead, we aim to provide a high level description

of how the entities interact, describing physical details

where necessary.

Compared to the class diagram (Figure 5), the rela-

tional model contains both simplifications, as well as

extensions. The key differences are the following:

1) Multi Frames, Frames, Keypoints and Descriptors

are combined into a single Multi Frame entity.

2) Multi Frames and Map Frames are related.

3) The Pose Graph is reduced to a list of Map Frames.

4) Landmarks are related to Map Frames in two dis-

tinct ways.

5) There is a Dataset entity.

The differences arise from two sources. First, the

semantics of objects in the non-persistent ‘online’ model

are different from meaning of persistent map elements.

With the relational model, we try to best capture the

semantics of the map, not those of the object model.

Second, other design considerations – such as the need

to fulfill use-case requirements, but also provide good

runtime-performance – lead to extensions and simplifi-

cations.
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Fig. 6: The conceptual ER-model for the entities involved in our pipeline. Rectangles represent the entities that

comprise the proposed map. Diamonds represent the relationships between these entities. The cardinality for a

relationship is noted next to the diamond: e.g. a Landmark is based in a single Map Frame, wheres a Map Frame

can act as the base for N Landmarks. Both entities and relationships can be modeled as tables (relations) in the

physical database.

We will first consider how to generally store objects in

the database and then move on to provide a more detailed

description of the entity relationship diagram.

4.3.1 Object Storage

For the purpose of making objects persistent in the

database we have several options available to us. The

standard approach is to store the data as atomic val-

ues. For example, this would mean that each individual

Keypoints’s X and Y values, uncertainty parameters,

Descriptors, etc. are stored in separate columns of integer

and floating point values. Such an atomic storage is the

prerequesite for the first normal form in the standard

hierarchy of normal forms (Codd, 1970).

There are two major design considerations that point

towards an alternative approach:

• There is a possible performance hit that results

from such a normalization. Consider storing a Multi

Frame: this would have to be split down into a set

of constituent Keypoint/Descriptor pairs. Keypoints

and Descriptors would be further split up into the

individual atomic values they are made up from.

This would mean a dramatic increase in columns

and rows of the relation that is used for storing the

Multi Frames.

• Performing this full normalization is difficult to

implement and maintain. Adding or changing class

members directly influences the database schema,

possibly breaking backward compatiblity. Serial-

ization should (and the chosen framework does)

provide facilities for versioning the stored classes.

Backwards compatibility is implemented in the se-

rialization functions of the individual classes, taking

into account different class versions.

Instead of performing full normalization, we can in-

stead store serialized objects as binary blocks of data

in the database. These objects are still accessible via

primary keys, true to the principles of relational design.

On the other hand, details are hidden from the database,

helping with decoupling.

We can ‘pull-out’ parts of the objects into normal-

ized columns, in order to make them searchable and
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accessible in the database. In this way we can find a

compromise between the flexibility of normalized storage

and the simplicity of serialized objects. This holds up as

long as we foresee the need for normalized access to a

column during database design. We will see the trade-

offs between normalized and non-normalized storage in

Section 5.

4.3.2 Map Entities and Relationships

As mentioned above, there are several major differences

between the ER design shown in Figure 6 and the object

model described in Section 4.2. In the following we will

give a motivation for these differences, and show how

the proposed database design comes together.

The first, and major, difference is the integration of

the complete Multi Frame hierarchy into a single entity.

Multi Frames are stored as serialized objects. Table 2

gives an overview of the attributes of the Multi Frame

relation that implements this storage.

Multi Frames are accessed through the primary key,

the MultiFrameId. They are further related to a distinct

Camera System, that they were acquired with, through

a foreign key, the CameraSystemId. Finally, there is

the MultiFrameData attribute, which contains full Multi

Frames serialized to a binary data stream. This pattern

is repeated throughout the proposed design: a serialized

object is stored in the database, and related to other

entities through one or more key columns. The tables

Landmarks and Camera Systems are implemented in the

same way.

The associated Camera Systems are linked to as a

foreign key. They are kept in their own table, in order to

avoid redundant storage of the parameters. This explicit

representation also provides an easier overview and al-

lows for a better management of the different camera

parameters stored in the database.

Multi Frames that are stored in the map gain an

association to a Map Frame. While a Multi Frame alone

foremost represents raw data and the Keypoints that

have been measured based on this data. Only when

localization is performed for a Multi Frame, which is

not always the case, a pose is estimated for it. Because

of this loose association, in the localization and mapping

applications, these poses are handled seperately from the

frames.

In the map, the pose of the Multi Frame is represen-

tated by a 6-DOF transformation. This transformation

takes points from the Multi Frame to a Map Reference

Frame that has been associated with it. The based in

relationship between Multi Frames and Map Frames

describes this relationship. Table 3 gives an overview of

the attributes of the corresponding relation. The relation

links Multi Frames and Map Frames via their Ids, as

foreign keys. Multi Frames are made unique in this

relation, by designating them as the primary key. The

transformation is stored as a serialized object.

Whereas the above relation gives the pose of a Multi

Frame relative to the map, we also need to be able to

store transformations between Multi Frames themselves.

These transformations arise from sensor measurements

that directly determine the (relative) pose of Multi

Frames. This primarily concerns wheel-tick Odometry

sensors, but additional (cheap) IMUs on the vehicle, or

loop-closures inferred by a place recognition system are

also handled by this relationship. These measurements

are stored in the linked to-relation between two Multi

Frames, that has a 6-DOF Transformation and a type-

identifier attached to it. The type allows us to extend

this relation to other sensor measurements. DGPS mea-

surements can also be stored in this relation, by defining

a ‘virtual’ Multi Frame at the UTM origin.

Map Frames are also handled differently from the

object-world. While they are represented in the pose

graph – which is used heavily by many algorithms to

provide the geometric structure of the map – they are

present in the database only as unique identifiers that

link relations to the pose graph. This is motivated by the

fact that we do not aim to replicate the full functionality

of the pose graph class in the database. Rather we store

the pose graph in a serialized fashion, and reference it

via unique Map Frame identifiers stored in the database.

Similar to Multi Frames, Landmarks are also stored

as serialized objects, accessible through a LandmarkId.

There are two distinct relationships between Landmarks

and Map Frames. First, Landmarks are based in a Map

Frame, which means the 3D-point that is part of the

Landmark, is expressed in this Map Frame. Second,

Landmarks are seen at multiple Map Frames – these are

the Map Frames that we expect a Landmark to be visible

in. This visibility information is used to predict the set

of Landmarks that are to be used for Localization.

The observes-relationship ties together Landmarks and

Multi Frames. This is modelled via the physical Ob-

servations relation in the database. The Observations

table stores which Keypoints that were matched to each

Landmark. Each Keypoint within a Multi Frame can be

identified by a triplet of numbers: the primary Multi-

FrameId, the CameraIndex that identifies the specific

Frame of that Multi Frame, and the KeypointIndex that

selects the Keypoint from the Frame.

Out of this KeypointIdentifier, only the MultiFrameId

is directly represented in the relational schema. This

is owed to the fact that Multi Frames are stored in a

serialized fashion: Frames and Keypoints themselves are

not directly represented as database entities. This means,

that a Camera- and KeypointIndex do not refer to an

actual database entity. The Observation table nonetheless

keeps these numbers around, as they allow directly
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TABLE 2: Attributes of the MultiFrame relation.

Name Domain Constraints Description

MultiFrameId Integers Primary Key Provides a way to refer to Multi Frames.

CameraSystemId Integers Foreign Key Links the Multi Frame to a Camera System.

MultiFrameData Binary The serialized Multi Frame object.

TABLE 3: Attributes of the relation that describes the based in relationship between Multi Frames and Map Frames.

Name Domain Constraints Description

MultiFrameId Integers
Primary Key,
Foreign Key

Links to the Multi Frame relation; made primary key to keep Multi Frames unique in
this relationship.

MapFrameId Integers Foreign Key Links to Map Frames.

TMap,Multi Binary
A serialized 6-DOF transformation that takes points from the Multi Frame to the Map
Frame referred to by the column MapFrameId.

accessing the Keypoints once a Multi Frame has been

deserialized. Furthermore, they allow some degree of

inspection solely based on the database. In this way,

it can e.g. be determined in which CameraIndices a

Landmark was observed in, purely by looking at the

observes-relation.

Finally, we have added a Dataset entity, in order to tie

together individual mapping sessions. Each Multi Frame

was recorded during a distinct session, this is given by

the recorded in relationship. Similarly, for Landmarks we

store the session they were initialized (first triangulation,

addition to the database) via the estimated in relation-

ship. Each session is annotated with a timestamp and a

description.

5 DESIGN VALIDATION

In the following, we connect the proposed database

design to the use cases described in Section 3. We

validate the individual requirements that have been posed

for the database. This validation is based both on our

experience with the implemented database, as well as on

an experimental evaluation using a long-term map. The

localization and mapping pipeline has been running on

our research vehicle for more than one year, using the

database as a foundation. The empirical results presented

in the following are based on a dataset collected with

this vehicle over this year-long time span, depicting a

wide variation of seasonal and weather conditions. The

dataset was collected in the busy parking area close to

our research campus.

5.1 Online Localization

The basic requirements for running the localization

pipeline are fulfilled by the proposed design.

To query likely visible Landmarks, the Pose Graph is

first used for determining the geometric neighbourhood

of the predicted/guessed pose. This neighbourhood con-

sists of a list of Map Frames. Likely visible Landmarks

can then be queried using the seen-at relation, with these

Map Frames as the input. Similarly, Landmarks them-

selves can be retrieved from the database. To transform

them into a commmon frame, we rely on the definition

of the base frame in the based-at relation. This frame,

and the target frame, can then be fed into the pose

graph in order to come up with the kinematic chain that

transforms the Landmark.

Note that, instead of using a separate implementation

for the pose graph, we could also map it to relations in

the database. While this could support tighter referential

integrity checks or more extensive queries, it would

imply duplications. Furthermore, it was important to rely

on a previously developed and well maintained software

component.

Logs are supported directly by the proposed relational

model – the logging facilities for on-vehicle data were

deployed with minimal additional implementation. The

input data – images and odometry – are stored in a

database, as Multi Frames and Odometry links. The

output data is given by the geometric relation of the

Multi Frames to the Map Frames, as well as by linking

Multi Frames to Landmarks via the Observation table.

Thus, we can re-purpose the map-database for storing

logs, with minimal overhead.

Table 4 lists the number of elements, sizes, and

overheads associated with the most costly map elements.

For the full map, the storage costs are dominated by the

elements of the Multi Frame (Images and Keypoints).

The summary maps, for which two examples are given,

reduce the number of Landmarks and therefore the

associated size, but share the Multi Frames with the Full

Map. Payload Size refers to the number of bytes taken

up to store the map data, whereas the remaining Table

Overhead is required by SQLite to manage access to this

data.

For online localization, only the Landmark and the

Seen-At table are required. Thus, only a small fraction

of the data from the full map is needed for localization
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TABLE 4: Table sizes and overhead for the most costly map elements; given for the full map and two example

summary maps. The summary maps share the Images and Keypoints (Multi Frames) with the full map.

Num. Elements Size (MiB) Size (% of Total) Payload Size (MiB) Table Overhead (%)

Full Map

Multi Frame Images 52892 13596 60.9 13542 0.4
Multi Frame Keypoints 13223 5917 26.6 5917 0.5
Landmarks 2191109 1028 4.6 735 28.5
Observations 7308006 626 2.8 322 48.5
Seen-At 7468788 597 2.7 295 51.6

Compact Full Map

Landmarks 2191109 813 63.4 730 10.1
Seen-At 7468788 469 36.6 276 41.1

Summary D2

Landmarks 397928 137 50.7 125 8.2
Seen-At 2210888 135 46.5 80 40.4

Summary LRDR1200

Landmarks 247584 91 44.0 82 10.0
Seen-At 1778645 108 52.1 64 40.4

on the vehicle. The remainder is used solely for offline

optimization.

The proposed database allows us to easily create a

compact map for online localization, by simply removing

the Multi Frames from the database. No changes to

the database schema, or the map implementation, are

necessary. Moreover, it is only when ‘deflating’ the

maps in this way, that the benefits of the summary

maps for online localization become noticeable, as the

storage costs are dominated by the offline-only elements

otherwise.

The overhead associated with few, large Multi-Frame

elements is low. For the fine-grained Landmark, Obser-

vation, and Seen-At relations it is much larger. Especially

for the compact summary maps, this makes up a signif-

icant part of the required space.

Additional pose measurements, such as those origi-

nating from a reference DGPS system, are handled via

the Multi Frame Links relation. In general, the proposed

system also offers reasonable extendability. Additions

to the database-schema, that do not change previously

existing tables, are easily implemented and backwards

compatible. The key structure of the database also lends

itself to loosely coupled extensions that add new relations

that reference old elements via their keys. An example

for this is the way the Datasets relation is set up:

dataset related information is stored in a seperate table.

The 1:N relationship between the datasets and Multi

Frames/Landmarks is modelled in two seperate tables.

The serialized object storage implements its own version-

handling, that allows us to retrieve older versions of

encoded objects. As the data details of the objects are

hidden behind the serialization, the database schema

remains untouched.

5.2 Offline Mapping

Offline mapping makes use of almost all of the relations

in the databse to fulfill its requirements. Tracked and

matched Landmarks are associated to the Multi Frames

via the Observations table. Odometry measurements be-

tween Multi Frames are kept in the Multi Frame Links

table. Batch optimization problems are built by deserial-

izing Multi Frames, retrieving the Landmarks associated

to their Keypoints, and using the Camera Systems asso-

ciated with Multi Frames to get the relative locations and

projections of the Frames and Landmarks. The Camera

Systems table also allows convenient management of

multiple camera systems.

Summarizing a map requires the calculation of a

scoring function (?). Scoring functions range from simple

statistics, such as the number of observations per land-

mark, to more complex memory-based state machines

such as the one proposed by Dayoub et al. (2011). We

will take a detailed look at the calculation of landmark-

statistics in Section 5.3. In general, relational queries

that take the associations between landmarks and their

observations into account are easy to pose.

The data-products involved in the proposed pipeline

are as follows:

1) The full-scale map; this has entries to all the rela-

tions shown in Figure 6.

2) The Summary Map; only Landmarks, the map

frames in the form of the pose graph and their

connections are filled in.

3) The localization logs; these contain the raw data for

extending the map and for tracking down problems.

All of these databases are built on the same relational

model.

Changes made to the database can be packaged into
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SQL transactions, which can be rolled back if an error

is detected during the transaction. This helps to preserve

database integrity even as experimental and error prone

operations are performed on the map. Nonetheless, after

a transaction is committed to the database, there is no

version management that would allow reverting changes.

This means that, in order to keep intermediate maps —

e.g. keeping older versions of the map when adding new

sessions — explicit copies of the database have to be

made.

Integrity checks of the map data are performed on the

level that is permitted by the relational model, ensuring

referential integrity in the database using foreign keys.

As an example, consider the associations between Multi

Frames and Camera Systems. When a new Multi Frame

is added to the database, it has to have a valid Camera

System assigned to it. In contrast, Keypoints are not

stored as independent entities in the database. Thus, cur-

rently it is not straightforward to confirm that a Keypoint

exists when a newly added Landmark references it.

5.3 System and Algorithm Analysis

In the following, we aim to show the ability to drill down

into the data and data associations stored in the database.

We do so by providing several examples on how the

proposed database scheme can be used to perform data

analysis. Furthermore, we show the flexibility of the

proposed system. This is achieved by showing how

simple queries lead to powerful visualizations of the

long-term dynamics of the environment.

One of the most important questions we want to

answer, is what are the best Landmarks in a map. For

this purpose, we have different scoring functions that we

use when creating summary maps. One such example

is the Observation-count scoring function. We can query

the top-ranked Landmarks from a full, long-term map,

with following SQL-statement:

\ l a b e l { l s t : o b s c o u n t }
s e l e c t

l andmarkId ,
c o u n t ( l a n d m a r k I d ) a s s

from
O b s e r v a t i o n s

group by l a n d m a r k I d
o r d e r by s d e sc

Listing 1: Query Landmarks sorted according to number

of Observations.

This retrieves the ids of the landmarks with the highest

number of observations over all sessions. In order to

get an idea what these landmarks look like, we can

retrieve the identifiers of the Keypoints associated with

each Landmark from the Observations table. In turn,

we then need to retrieve the Multi Frames that hold

each Keypoint. We can then plot the image patch that

is associated with one of the Landmark-observations, as

shown in Figure 7a.

Figure 7 gives a good overview of the appearance of

the most-observed Landmarks. We were able to draw

interesting conclusions from it, and confirm some of our

intuitions about the mapping process.

The process of generating these images patches could

be made more efficient. If Keypoints were stored in a

normalized fashion, we would have to access much fewer

unused data in the database. We could just load the

specific image associated with the Keypoint in question.

Nonetheless, some degree of non-normalization would

remain, as storing fully normalized images (with millions

of entries per image) in the database seems impractical.

Notwithstanding these limitations of both our rela-

tional model (non-normalized storage) and relational

databases in general (images accessible as blobs), the

queries available to us for Landmark analysis are im-

mensely useful. For example, we might notice that Land-

marks that are seen over many sessions, and therefore

presumably over a diverse range of conditions, are more

interesting than just those that are observed many times

(e.g. in a single session). To get an intuition about

what these Landmarks look like, we could retrieve the

best Landmarks first according to Session-count, and

only second according to Observation-count, using the

following query:

\ l a b e l { l s t : o b s d a t a c o u n t }
s e l e c t

l andmarkId ,
c o u n t ( d i s t i n c t d a t a s e t I d ) a s a ,
c o u n t ( l a n d m a r k I d ) a s b ,

from
O b s e r v a t i o n s as o
j o i n M u l t i F r a m e D a t a s e t s a s m on
o . f r a m e I d =m. f r a m e I d

group by l a n d m a r k I d
o r d e r by a desc , b d e sc

Listing 2: Query Landmarks sorted according to number

of distinct Sessions first and number of Observations

second.

Here, we make use of the Datasets relation, that

provides the session-number for each Multi Frame in the

Observations table. We show the image patches associ-

ated with these Landmarks in Figure 7b. The simplicity

of these queries indicates the great flexibility for analysis

by the proposed relational model.

To further understand the behaviour of our mapping

pipeline, we might want to compare these results to the

best Landmarks that are seen in a single-session map.

The query for this purpose is given as follows:
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(a) Highest total number of Observations.

(b) Landmarks seen in the most different Sessions, with the highest total number of Observations.

(c) Landmarks most seen, only in three, arbitrarily chosen, single sessions.

Fig. 7: Image patches for the ten best Landmarks selected according to different criteria.

\ l a b e l { l s t : s i n g l e s e s s i o n }
s e l e c t

l andmarkId ,
c o u n t ( l a n d m a r k I d ) a s s c o r e

from
O b s e r v a t i o n s as o
j o i n M u l t i F r a m e D a t a s e t s a s m on
o . f r a m e I d =m. f r a m e I d

where d a t a s e t I d =SESSION−ID
group by l a n d m a r k I d
o r d e r by s c o r e d e sc

Listing 3: Query Landmarks seen only in a single session

and sort them by the number of observations. Replace

SESSION-ID

The top-ten Landmarks for this query are shown

in Figure 7c, for three example SESSION-IDs. These

are quite different from the Landmarks that are good

in the full long term map. Many of them pertain to

non-permanent/ephemeral structures, such as clouds, that

might be well visible and trackable throughout a single

Session, but completely useless for localization at a later

point in time. These temporary structures can provide

some geometric constraints that hold a single session

together, but should not be included in a map that is

used for lifelong localization.

Next, we might want to inspect the best Landmarks

for a given scoring function further. This can help us

understand how seasonal and lighting variations affect

these Landmarks. We can retrieve all observations for a

single Landmark using the following query:

s e l e c t
f rameId ,
cameraIndex ,
k e y p o i n t I n d e x as s c o r e

from
O b s e r v a t i o n s

where l a n d m a r k I d = : i d

Listing 4: Query all observations for a Landmark.

Which we can use in turn to plot all the patches

associated with this Landmark. Figure 8 shows the first

and last observation in each session for the four best

Landmarks from Figure 7b. Each row corresponds to a

distinct Session, whereas the columns for one Landmark

give the first and last observation made during that

Session. All these Landmarks were observed during all

13 mapping sessions.

Several interesting conclusions can be drawn from

Figure 8. The best Landmarks do indeed seem to have

a high robustness with regard to lighting conditions.

This becomes especially apparent when inspecting the

first Landmark (Figure 8a), which is re-observed under

strong lighting changes. The second Landmark behaves

similarly. The lane marking arrow in Figures 8c and

8d seems to be excellently recognizable. This might be

unexpected, since we were unsure how much Keypoints
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(a) First. (b) Second. (c) Third. (d) Fourth.

Fig. 8: Detailed overview of the observations for the four best Landmarks, selected according to first the number

of datasets each Landmark was seen in, second according to the number of Observations that were made of the

Landmark.
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on the ground would suffer from degradation through

stronger distortion etc.

A final point of interest regarding our mapping

pipeline is the behaviour of localization in different

places in the map. Some areas are rich in visual structure,

while others seem inherently difficult to localize in. One

example of a difficult area can be a lane where the view

is obscured by parked vehicles.

In order to confirm this intuition, we can use the Land-

mark patch technique we have previously employed in

order to study our map. For this purpose, we localize in a

given map and record the matched Keypoints and images

in a database (as proposed in previous sections). We

can then retrieve the Landmark image patches associated

with the matched Keypoints from our full map database.

Figures 9 and 10 are taken from two sample points in

such a localization trial. They show the input image for

localization in the background overlaid with a synthetic

image that was created by placing the matched Landmark

patches within the image in the foreground.

From these images, we can get an idea how each of the

two places appears to our localization system. The first

area, near the starting pose, is rich in permanent structure.

This is well reflected in the images. There seem to be

some mismatches to cars, most notable to a parked car in

the rear camera that was apparently placed in the same

spot for mapping and localization. The second place is

chosen to correspond to a drive alongside rows of parked

cars. Much of the field of view is obscured, as reflected

by the much lower number of matches in the images.

Table 5 shows the cost for running each of the queries

in Listings 1-4 on databases of different sizes. The cost

for creating the image-patch visualizations, based on a

set of retrieved landmark and Map Frame identifiers,

is given in a seperate column. Note that queries 1 and

2, which process information from the whole database,

grow in cost alongside the database. Nonetheless, the

query times are still below one minute, even for this

database with more than two million landmarks. The

cost for the other queries remains approximately con-

stant. The deserialization of image and keypoint data

for visualization also remains roughly constant. Quick

response times are important when exploring data in this

way, they enable us to rapidly try out and adjust new

queries. The above queries, which combine information

from multiple tables, are efficiently carried out by the

relational database system. They allow data exploration

in reasonable time spans, even for large databases.

6 LESSONS LEARNED

In section 5, we have looked at how the proposed

database design fulfills the use-cases defined in section 3.

In the following, we will look at the lessons that we

can learn from the validation and practical use of the

proposed design. We identify three major lessons.

Lesson 1: the database system was key for enabling

lifelong mapping and localization, enabling the lifelong

pipeline in (?) on a fundamental level, while also pro-

viding us with a powerful querying interface.

First, we show the possibility to support the complex

workflow required for the online localization, offline

mapping and summary lifecycle with a single data struc-

ture. All of the entities involved in the pipeline are

expressed in the framework provided by the database.

The various steps of the pipeline produce representations

which involve a subset of these entities: the Summary

Maps make use of Landmarks, online recordings — used

to feed back additional sessions for extending the map

— store multi-frames. The complete model is necessary

for performing full batch optimization of the map. The

database can support all of these representations, with

tables being filled in according to the needs of the various

processing steps.

At the same time, the relational model provides the

ability to pose queries to the database that take into

account the complex interactions between the mapped

entities. Cartesian products of the relations that describe

landmarks, multi frames, camera systems and their in-

teractions are easily formulated in SQL and efficiently

carried out by the database system. Operations such as

counting the number of observations of a landmark in

various conditions, such as those made in a unique map-

ping session, can be rapidly carried out. In conjunction

with the Python-based interface to the map database, this

provides us with the ability to quickly prototype data

analysis queries and visualize their results.

The long-term dynamics of a visual mapping system

can be difficult to understand. Local image features are

very general, and as session upon session of new data is

added to a map, it is difficult to get a complete picture of

state of the map. A powerful querying interface, such as

described above, is a great remedy to this problem. As

shown in Section 5, image patches generated based on

the queries provide an intuition about which landmarks

in the map are useful.

Finally, it is not difficult to extend the proposed map

database to contain additional information. An example

could be semantic map labels, such as the location

of lane-boundaries, parking spots, pedestrian crossings,

etc.—in the context of automated driving. To enable

map-based navigaiton, these semantic labels need to be

expressed in the Map Reference Frames. In the proposed

database, this could be easily accomplished by adding

one or multiple additional tables that link semantic labels

to existing Map Frame identifiers, while also defining

their geometric relationship. This could form the basis for

a combined semantic/multi-session mapping framework
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(a) Front Input/Landmarks (b) Left Input/Landmarks

(c) Rear Input/Landmarks (d) Right Input/Landmarks

Fig. 9: Input images for localization (darker, in the background) and the image patches associated with the

Landmarks that were matched to each input image (foreground). This gives a visual description of how the given

place in the world is represented during localization. For this figure, we chose a localization result close to the

starting pose, where there is a lot of rich structure. This is reflected in the Landmarks that were matched for each

input image.

TABLE 5: Average timing in seconds for queries and visualization, for different map sizes given as the number of

landmarks.

1001626 Landmarks 1458364 Landmarks 2191109 Landmarks

Query Vis. Query Vis. Query Vis. (s)

Query 1 5.57 1.69 8.32 1.77 18.83 1.99
Query 2 13.14 1.63 19.89 1.55 36.21 1.75
Query 3 3.89 1.55 3.79 1.53 3.73 1.52
Query 4 0.00041 0.96 0.00033 1.40 0.00048 2.11

that adapts as the map is continually optimized, such as

the one proposed in Grimmett et al. (2015). In general,

the availability of foreign key identifiers to link rows in

different tables makes a relational database well suited

for this kind of extension.

Lesson 2: employing a higher normal form within the

relational model is necessary, in order to make full use

of the strengths of the database.

In the proposed design, we compromise between

maintainabiliy, performance, and model normalization,

as described in Section 4.3.1. Data structures are stored

in a serialized fashion. The database tables contain only a

hand-selected set of key columns that relate the serialized

objects to other tables. This ‘key-set and value’ design

brings with it several limitations.

Queries can be posed as long as they involve the level

of data associations that are resolved by the proposed

model. Actual parameter values, such as the metric

positions of landmarks, or the values of landmark and

image descriptors, are hidden behind the serialized data

structures. Access to the parameter values on a database-

level will widen the range of queries that can be posed to

the database tremendously. Similarly, transparent storage

of descriptor values would allow for an easier calculation

of statistics of the descriptor-distribution for individual

landmarks.

Perhaps, some lessons could be taken from the re-

search in Geo Information Systems, which has inspired

various kinds of spatial database representations. For

example, by employing spatial search trees (e.g. R*
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(a) Front Input/Landmarks (b) Left Input/Landmarks

(c) Rear Input/Landmarks (d) Right Input/Landmarks

Fig. 10: Input images for localization (darker, in the background) and the image patches associated with the

Landmarks that were matched to each input image (foreground). Here a localization result in a less favourable area

was chosen. Large parts of the cameras fields of view are obscured by parked cars, or an uninformative, smoothly

textured grassy hill. This is reflected in the depicted matches - only the Front and Rear cameras are able to match

structure.

Trees as proposed by Guttman (1984)), keypoints located

within bounding boxes in image space could be selected.

Representations that extend upon purely spatial search,

for exmaple KR* Trees (Hariharan et al., 2007) could

also be used as inspiration for further extending queries.

One question that remains regarding the application of

spatial search, is how to properly handle the mixed

toplogical-metric maps that form the foundation for our

work. Generally, it is not possible to express the poses

and positions of all mapped entities in a single global

reference frame. On the other hand, manifold mapping

would allow for extra spatial dimensions in order to

circumvent this ambiguity, as e.g. shown by Howard

(2004).

Generally, the non-normalized data model limits ref-

erential integrity checking, and introduces redundancies

in the data. For example, landmarks are stored in the

database relation, but are also kept within the non-

transparent multi-frame blobs associated to the keypoint.

Simply modelling the data in a higher normal form will

not solve problems on it’s own: information stored in

objects still needs to be translated to the relational model.

A higher normal form will however provide a better

model of the actual relationships between data entries,

allowing integrity constraints to be expressed within the

database framework. For example, landmarks are related

to keypoints within multi frames via the observation

table. If keypoints were to be stored as entries in a

database table, rather than within a serialized multi frame

blob, checking whether a landmark-observation refers to

a valid keypoint would become possible.

The advantage of the current storage model is that

it is very simple to implement and maintain. The se-

rialization implementation provides versioning of the

data-structures, decoupling changes to the object data-

structures from the database model. Automated trans-

lation between the object- and relational model could

help alleviate this problem, but object-relational mapping

implementations bring their own set of problems in

practice. Nonetheless, we believe that an investigation of

object-databases in the context of lifelong visual mapping

is a worthwhile next step.

Lesson 3: the long-term workflow could benefit from

a distributed, versioned design for the database.

While the current database supports the long-term

workflow, multiple database files are still required in

order to maintain different versions of the database

during different pipeline stages. This requires expensive

copying operations and leads to redundant storage of

data. Furthermore, the database is a completely central-
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ized entity, offering little support for the simultaneous

operation of a large number of agents.

By implementing a map with an integrated version

control system, we could fall back to a single map file

during the various pipeline stages. For modified data in

the map, different versions would be stored – easily

allowing rolling back more complex changes, while

avoiding redundancies. Expensive raw data, such as

images, would only be stored once, while the changeable

parameters of landmarks and vehicle reference frame

poses would be updated in the different versions of

a map. This solution would also better support the

integration of multiple mapping agents, which could

perform their operations without regard for each other,

implementing explicit conflict resolution to deal with

possible problems afterwards. Cieslewski et al. (2015)

have recently described such a distributed, versioned

map.

It remains an open question, however, how these useful

features of a version control system can be brought into

the same framework as the powerful relational querying

capabilities described above.

7 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have described a relational database

design for lifelong visual mapping. The design is based

on the requirements of online localization and offline

mapping, on the need for analyzing data, as well as

evaluating algorithm performance. The implementation is

based on a stack of openly available components, making

use of an SQL database backend.

In Section 5 we have validated the proposed design

with regard to the requirements identified in Section 3.

We show that we can provide the required functionality

for the offline and online use-cases and support a long-

term workflow with a single database design. Regarding

data and algorithm analysis, we have shown how SQL

queries can be leveraged in order to gain insight into the

long-term mapping behaviour. We believe that the capa-

bility to verify mapping results using human judgment,

and to gain an intuition about the map contents, is crucial

for the development of a long-term mapping system.

While the proposed design shows promising capabil-

ities with regard to data analysis, the full potential of

the relational database would be unlocked by designing

model in a higher normal form. On the one hand, this

would allow more detailed queries – e.g. concerning the

statistics of descriptor values, or keypoint positions using

range search trees – and on the other hand this would

provide better capabilities for data integrity checking and

reduce redundancies. Another avenue of improvement is

the implementation of a fully versioned mapping system.

This would allow us to eliminate redundancies, while still

maintaining the ability to roll back mapping steps.

Overall, a sound database design as a foundation for

long-term mapping appears highly beneficial. By basing

a mapping system on a relational system, we can make

use robust, effective, and widely used tools and principles

for handling large amounts of data, gaining the ability to

perform easy analysis and data-exploration.
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